
-- VOX POPULI VOX DEI - AMERICA’S PATHETIC TROLL Klaus 
Schadenfreude TOLD TO CEASE POSTING WHITE 
SUPREMACIST DIATRIBE 

(c) 2022 Dolf Leendert Boek, Revision: 24 February 2022

You failed in Iraq 
You failed in Afghanistan 
Now you have abandoned UKRAINE 

Cease and desist — take your psycho-babble {ie. the use of 
language to create an impression of truth or plausibility} 
some place else.

MIGHTY WANNABE (MAPLE LEAF / MILITARY MEDAL) @ 
1613 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: "Everybody says 'Pax 
Americana' is [an] euphemism for 'American Imperialism'. 

Like I said, Uncle Sam's classic 'Art of War' is: foment social unrest 
and military conflict everywhere under the sun, declare neutrality to 
stay out of the conflict to conserve strength, sell arms to all sides of 
the conflict to pour gasoline on the fire, then create false-flag 
incident to use as excuse to enter the conflict to win the prize."

FRAN <LNPTROLLBUST1@LOONYNUTTERS.COM> @ 1948 
HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: "Because if you did [google 'Pax 
Americana'] you'd have found millions of cites that don't say the 
*SHIT* you've cited.

Everybody says 'Pax Americana' is [an] euphemism for 'American 
Imperialism'.

'Everybody' said no such thing.  The yanks may not be the most 
popular nation on earth but in the years since the US has been top 
dog, the world has only suffered a few proxy wars.

You really should try to learn a bit about geopolitics."

DOLF @ 2025 HOURS ON 21 FEBRUARY 2022: "I also had some 
of them on 20 February 2022 stalking me on Usenet…

-- CONSTIPATED IDEAS -- 

"OH SUCH NUGGET OF WISDOM. 



BESTOWAL OF TURGID REALITY. 
BIRTHED BY IGNORANT SCUM. 

INFINITE AGE GIVING BANALITY. 
HEY MISSUS NOW WIPE MY BUM." {@6: Sup: 68 - DIMMING: 

MENG (#292); Ego: 74 - CLOSURE: CHIH (#258)}

#THREE: #141 as #60 - ACCUMULATION (CHI)

#FOUR: #117 as #36 - STRENGTH (CH'IANG)

#FIVE: #258 as #15 - REACH (TA)

G71@{
   @1: Sup: 8 - OPPOSITION: KAN (#8); Ego: 8 - OPPOSITION: 
KAN (#8),
   @2: Sup: 11 - DIVERGENCE: CH'A (#19); Ego: 3 - MIRED: 
HSIEN (#11),
   @3: Sup: 81 - FOSTERING: YANG (#100); Ego: 70 - 
SEVERANCE: KE (#81),
   @4: Sup: 50 - VASTNESS / WASTING: T'ANG (#150 - I 
INDULGE NOT IN ANGER {%28}); Ego: 50 - VASTNESS / 
WASTING: T'ANG (#131),
   @5: Sup: 26 - ENDEAVOUR: WU (#176); Ego: 57 - 
GUARDEDNESS: SHOU (#188),
   @6: Sup: 15 - REACH: TA (#191 - I DO NOT STEAL THE 
SKINS OF THE SACRED ANIMALS {%32}); Ego: 70 - 
SEVERANCE: KE (#258),
   Male: #191; Feme: #258
} // #501

#501 as [#8, #3, #70, #50, #300, #70] = ágō (G71): 
{UMBRA: #804 % #41 = #25} 1) to lead, take with one; 1a) to 
lead by laying hold of, and this way to bring to the point of 
destination: of an animal; 1b) to lead by accompanying to (into) a 
place; 1c) to lead with one's self, attach to one's self as an 
attendant; 1d) to conduct, bring; 1e) to lead away, to a court of 
justice, magistrate, etc.; 2) to lead,; 2a) to lead, guide, direct; 2b) 
to lead through, conduct to: to something; 2c) *TO* *MOVE*, 
*IMPEL*: *OF* *FORCES* *AND* *INFLUENCES* *ON* 
*THE* *MIND*; 3) to pass a day, keep or celebrate a feast, etc.; 
4) to go, depart;

COLONEL EDMUND BURKE (VIETNAM VETERAN / TURD 
PHILOSOPHER) @ 0406 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2019: 
“Dolf? 



This so-called nugget of wisdom... Is that a turd by any chance?”

Burke has fallen silent just before the NASHVILLE bombing of 
Christmas Day 25 December 2020–the Irish (Italian fascist loving) 
internet militia agent has not been heard from again. 

He often use to talk of his latrine duty and shitz platz.

YOUTUBE: "Surveillance video shows moments leading up to 
explosion in downtown Nashville" 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGfUTy3vX_I>

TROUSER TROUT <TROUSER@TROUT.HERE> / NOMEN 
NESCIO <NOBODY@DIZUM.COM> @ 1400 HOURS ON 22 
FEBRUARY 2022: "He choked to death on a phallus {ie. male 
potency especially machoism as having a strong or exaggerated 
sense of power or the right to dominate}."

    #209 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2019 
as [#8, #200, #1] = chereʼ (H2716): {UMBRA: #209 % #41 = 
#4} 1) *DUNG*, excrement;

DOLF @ 1500 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: "No, from the 
date he posted on 22 FEBRUARY 2019 we already had him hoisted 
with his own petard (ie. meaning that a bomb-maker is lifted off the 
ground with his own bomb, and indicates an ironic reversal, or 
poetic justice)."

Similarly we have no idea why these COVID MANDATE / NEO-NAZIS 
would all want to have a teddy bear's picnic:

- Klaus Schadenfreude 
<klaus.schadenfreude.entfernen.@gmail.com> <-- 
SCHADENFREUDE IS THE MOST EVIL SIN OF HUMAN FEELING

ORGANIZATION: Rudella "The Senile, Incel Usenet Dwarf" Canoza 
School of Fisticuffs and Frantic Retreat

- Mighty Wannabe <"
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> <-- 
MAPLE LEAF / MILITARY MEDAL EMOJIS
- Lockeddown Pussies <invalid@yahoo.com>
- Justin Trudeau <invalid@dont-email.me>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGfUTy3vX_I


WIMPY MCSNATCHER <HUNTING_BIDEN@DONT-
EMAIL.ME> / NOMEN NESCIO <NOBODY@DIZUM.COM> @ 
1415 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: "Oh YAY!  

A LSIT O'hate!"

KLAUS SCHADENFREUDE @ 0544 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 
2022: "The Pacific is filled with subs. Goodbye China if they attack 
our Australian friends like they just tried to do, but their *SHIT* 
chink equipment probably failed."

MIGHTY WANNABE @ 0558 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: 
"Germany had lots of subs in WWI. Did Germany win WWI?

You are hoarding outdated war machines thinking you can use them 
to win the next war. You are just a *SHIT*-talking fool."

-- MR. RAYMOND'S BISCUIT --
 

"OH YES DETAILS.
AND EVERMORE IN. 
SO MANY IT FAILS. 

'T WAS SUCH A SIN.

CREME OF THE DO 

💩

. 
WAS EVER SO FINE. 

WHIPPED AVOCADO 

🥑

. 
JUST SUBLIME."

YOUTUBE: "Anthony Hopkins as Harvey Kellogg in Road to Wellville 
- Hot Biscuit!"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RblbZQth0KE>

KLAUS SCHADENFREUDE @ 0625 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 
2022: "How many ballistic missile subs did they have?"

SCOUT <ME4GUNS@VERIZON.NET> @ 2333 HOURS ON 22 
FEBRUARY 2022: "So why are you wasting time posting, instead of 
taking your gun and going to the front lines?

Hypocrite." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RblbZQth0KE


-- 

👽 👽

 DON'T MIND US 

👽 👽

 --

"WATCHERS WE ARE,
DO NOT DARE.

THOUGH IT BE FAR.
WE'RE STILL THERE.

THE MORE YOU SAY.
WE'LL GET TO KNOW.

COME WHAT MAY.
IT WILL BE SO." 

MIGHTY WANNABE @ 1653 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022: 
"Ballistic missiles are so passé, Klausie. You'd better wake the f@ck 
up and open your eyes, wide. This *SHIT* can make your head 
spin.

KLAUS SCHADENFREUDE @ 2257 HOURS ON 22 FEBRUARY 
2022: "We'll cover China with passé."

Within our Australian newsgroup just to express their banal opinions 
and threats: "they'd better shut the f@ck up" and "their suicide 
vest strapped to their torso" excepting to support the cause of 
their Canadian brethren. 

-- HEY GIBLET -- 

"DANG YOU SH@THOLE 
A CAPED CRUSADER. 
MEATHEAD PARASOL. 
MY SPACE INVADER. 

HYENAS EACH ONE. 
ON A PICNIC TREAT. 

CONGREGATING FUN. 
GROWLING CONCEIT. 

YOU’RE NO TROJAN. 
JUST TURKEY ARSE. 
A FORAGING BOGAN. 

FEVERISH FOR FARCE." 

Perhaps going some place on the internet to speak of their intention 



to commit atrocities (ie. a highly unpleasant or distasteful 
object; an extremely wicked or cruel act, typically one 
involving physical violence or injury) in veiled terms makes the 
action more acceptable.

RICHARD LAWLER (THE VERGE) @ 2310 HOURS ON 22 
FEBRUARY 2022: "APPLE STORE HOSTAGE SITUATION ENDS 
AFTER HOSTAGE ESCAPES, AND POLICE HIT THE SUSPECT 
WITH A CAR:

As reported by Bloomberg, a scary situation played out today at 
Apple’s flagship Amsterdam store as a man in *CAMOUFLAGE* 
*GEAR* *AND* *A* *BALACLAVA* *FIRED* *A* *GUN* and 
then held someone hostage there for several hours before being 
apprehended. The hostage was reportedly an Apple Store customer 
from somewhere outside the Netherlands.

A standoff with police lasted from about 1730 HOURS (AEST: 0330 
HOURS ON 23 FEBRUARY 2022) local time until 2245 HOURS 
(AEST: 0845 HOURS ON 23 FEBRUARY 2022), when the hostage 
ran out of the store, with the suspect close behind. As reported by 
AT5 Echt Amsterdams Nieuws and confirmed in tweets from the 
police, police on the scene hit the running suspect with an armored 
BMW X5. As the suspect lay motionless on the ground, police sent 
over a robot to check them for explosives, confirming none were 
present.

It’s unclear what prompted the incident, but according to the details 
from the police, the suspect is a 27-year-old who sent selfies and 
other photos to AT5 during the incident that appeared to show him 
*WEARING* *A* *BOMB* *VEST*. Amsterdam newspaper Het 
Parool reported many details released during a press conference 
afterward, as police said the hostage-taker requested water which 
was brought into to the store by a robot. The hostage took that 
opportunity to run for safety." <https://www.theverge.com/
platform/amp/2022/2/22/22946459/apple-store-netherlands-
hostage-amsterdam-crypto>

WE ARE NOT SUGGESTING THAT THE EVENTS ARE CONNECTED 
BUT THAT THEIR MEMETIC (ie. describes how an idea can 
propagate successfully, but doesn't necessarily imply a 
concept is factual) CHARACTER OCCURS WITHIN OUR 
NOUMENON / TEMPORAL MAPPING.

https://www.theverge.com/platform/amp/2022/2/22/22946459/apple-store-netherlands-hostage-amsterdam-crypto
https://www.theverge.com/platform/amp/2022/2/22/22946459/apple-store-netherlands-hostage-amsterdam-crypto
https://www.theverge.com/platform/amp/2022/2/22/22946459/apple-store-netherlands-hostage-amsterdam-crypto


SCOUT <ME4GUNS@VERIZON.NET> @ 2326 HOURS ON 23 
FEBRUARY 2022: "Evasion noted. Seems you think your rules 
should only apply to others."

DOLF @ 0017 HOURS ON 24 FEBRUARY 2022: "See above for 
this conversation analogies to the AMSTERDAM APPLE STORE 
hostage situation — which you fail to acknowledge. 

The answer to your question is that I took action against white 
SUPREMACISTS and their violent dialogue in case it was supporting 
and backwash narrative… which you can see here."

SCOUT <ME4GUNS@VERIZON.NET> @ 0120 HOURS ON 24 
FEBRUARY 2022: "And you're still not answering the question.

Could it be because you're a gutless blowhard {ie. a boastful or 
pompous person / turgid: (of language or style) tediously 
pompous or bombastic}?"

DOLF @ 0529 HOURS ON 24 FEBRUARY 2022: "We had 
published such action within the NL.POLITIEK newsgroup before the 
event so your conduct and that of DIZUM.COM (Amsterdam) 
anonymous reposting by other internet militia accomplished 
nothing…"

Or whether the later is connected to the earlier NASHVILLE 
domestic terrorism event, we are not at liberty to say except to 
repeat that said Irish (Italian fascist loving) internet militia agent no 
longer posts.

That you are responding to a poem posted on 20 February 2019 and 
on the anniversary of that occurrence--we are of the same mind 
still.

We note that you have effected a change of dates within the original 
post so as to fraudulently convey that it was made two years later.

DATES CORRECTED -- WE WILL NOT ALLOW *PROFANE* 
*PERSONS* TO MAKE IMPROPER USE AND APPROPRIATION OF 
OUR SACRED INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

FRAN (F1R2A3N4@LOONYNUTTERS.COM) @ 1813 HOURS ON 
25 JANUARY 2019: "You asked the wrong people but I appreciate 
your attempt at trolling....."



ARINDAM BANERJEE (BANERJEEADDA1234@GMAIL.COM) @ 
1027 HOURS ON 25 JANUARY 2019: "Rather *DULL* aren't 
you."

322 as [#2, #100, #1, #4, #5, #10, #200] = bradus (G1021): 
{UMBRA: #10 as #707 % #41 = #10} 1) slow; 2) 
*METAPHOR*: *DULL*, *INACTIVE*, *IN* *MIND*; 2a) 
stupid, slow to apprehend or believe;

"THEN HE SAID UNTO THEM, O FOOLS, AND SLOW {#322 as [#2, 
#100, #1, #4, #5, #10, #200] = bradus (G1021): slow} OF 
HEART TO BELIEVE--ALL THAT THE PROPHETS HAVE 
SPOKEN:" [Luke 24:25 (KJV)]

YOUTUBE: "DUNE (1984) - Brian Eno - Prophecy Theme"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4onBqilHvc>

FRAN (F1R2A3N4@LOONYNUTTERS.COM) @ 0926 HOURS ON 
26 JANUARY 2019: "Thankfully not as *DULL* as a troll."

ARINDAM BANERJEE (BANERJEEADDA1234@GMAIL.COM) @ 
1326 HOURS ON 26 JANUARY 2019: "Show some evidence of 
wit. Borrow some."

FRAN (F1R2A3N4@LOONYNUTTERS.COM) @ 1833 HOURS ON 
26 JANUARY 2019: "YAWN."

DOLF @ 1855 HOURS ON 26 JANUARY 2019: "Your ideas are 
*CONSTIPATED* ...”

ARINDAM BANERJEE (BANERJEEADDA1234@GMAIL.COM) @ 
1835 HOURS ON 26 JANUARY 2019: "Truly witless people, 
programmed to babble whatever rubbish they hear from approved 
sources, can have no comprehension of wit."

LOCKEDDOWN PUSSIES <INVALID@YAHOO.COM> @ 1634 
HOURS ON 20 February 2022: “Yer a bunch of cunts!”

FRAN <LNPTROLLBUST1@LOONYNUTTERS.COM> @ 1804 
HOURS ON 20 FEBRUARY 2022: “Well Duh! Anyone who reads 
your brain dead, retard comment will know that you are a regular 
*SHIT* *EATER* so there is no need for you to bother to tell us 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4onBqilHvc


where you are crossposting from: ALT.SHIT.EATERS.”

JUSTIN TRUDEAU <INVALID@DONT-EMAIL.ME> / NOMEN 
NESCIO <NOBODY@DIZUM.COM> @ 2100 HOURS ON 20 
FEBRUARY 2022: “I resent that!”

YOUTUBE: “Spacing Guild Navigator Folds Space”

<https://youtu.be/BYKtGILghZs>

EVENING STANDARD @ 2011 HOURS ON 21 FEBRUARY 2022: 
“NEW ZEALAND: COVID PROTESTERS THROW *HUMAN* 
*FAECES* AT POLICE IN LATEST CLASHES:

Jacinda Ardern lashed out at demonstrators, saying: ‘No one should 
have to face having *HUMAN* *WASTE* thrown at them when 
they are just trying to keep people safe’.

Eight people involved in Monday’s (21 FEBRUARY 2022) protests 
were arrested for disorderly behaviour and obstruction as 
*HUMAN* *WASTE* was thrown over some police officers in 
retaliation for them placing concrete barricades on city centre 
streets.

“The protesters have made their point, it is time for them to leave.”

Inspired by truckers’ demonstrations in Canada, thousands of 
protesters have blocked streets near the parliament in the capital 
Wellington for two weeks with trucks, cars and motorcycles, piling 
pressure on the government to scrap vaccine mandates.

The demonstrations began as a stand against the vaccine mandates 
but have since spread to become a wider movement against Ms 
Ardern and her government. <https://www.standard.co.uk/news/
world/new-zealand-covid-protesters-faeces-wellington-parliament-
jacinda-ardern-b983609.html>

<http://www.grapple369.com/?zen:2,row:9,col:5>

.jackNote@zen: 2, row: 9, col: 5, nous: 5 [DATE: 2022.2.21, 
SUPER: #342 / #26 - Ambiguous Reversals, Virtue of Gravity; I-
Ching: H3 - Birth Throes, Initial Difficulties, Sprouting, Difficulty at 
the beginning, Gathering support, Hoarding; Tetra: 3 - MIRED 
(HSIEN), EGO: #249 / #5 - Natural Guidance, Function of 

https://youtu.be/BYKtGILghZs
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/new-zealand-covid-protesters-faeces-wellington-parliament-jacinda-ardern-b983609.html?amp
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/new-zealand-covid-protesters-faeces-wellington-parliament-jacinda-ardern-b983609.html?amp
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/new-zealand-covid-protesters-faeces-wellington-parliament-jacinda-ardern-b983609.html?amp
http://www.grapple369.com/?zen:2,row:9,col:5


Emptiness; I-Ching: H63 - Ferrying Complete, Completion & After, 
Already Fording; Tetra: 73 - ALREADY FORDING, COMPLETION 
(CH'ENG)]

"BUT RABSHAKEH (cup-bearer of the prince) SAID, HATH MY 
MASTER *SENT*-H7971: ME TO THY MASTER AND TO THEE TO 
*SPEAK*-H1696: *THESE*-H428: *WORDS*-H1697:? 

HATH HE NOT SENT ME TO THE *MEN*-H582: THAT *SIT*-
H3427: UPON THE *WALL*-H2346:, THAT THEY MAY *EAT*-
H398: THEIR OWN *DUNG*-H2716:, AND DRINK THEIR OWN 
PISS WITH YOU?" [Isaiah 36:12]

    #344 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#300, #30, #8, #6] / [#300, #30, #6, #8] /
    #389 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#6, #5, #40, #300, #30, #8] /
    #398 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#300, #30, #8, #50, #10] / [#30, #300, #30, #8, #10, 
#500] /
    #399 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#6, #50, #300, #30, #8, #5] /
    #408 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#30, #300, #30, #8, #600] = shâlach (H7971): {UMBRA: 
#338 % #41 = #10} 1) to send, send away, let go, stretch out; 
1a) (Qal); 1a1) to send; 1a2) to stretch out, extend, direct; 1a3) 
to send away; 1a4) to let loose; 1b) (Niphal) to be sent; 1c) 
(Piel); 1c1) to send off or away or out or forth, dismiss, give over, 
cast out; 1c2) to let go, set free; 1c3) to shoot forth (of branches); 
1c4) to let down; 1c5) to shoot; 1d) (Pual) to be sent off, be put 
away, be divorced, be impelled; 1e) (Hiphil) to send;

    #212 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#4, #2, #200, #6] / [#6, #4, #2, #200] /
    #226 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#4, #2, #200, #500] /
    #278 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#2, #4, #2, #200, #10, #20, #600] /
    #306 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#30, #4, #2, #200, #10, #20, #600] = dâbar (H1696): 
{UMBRA: #206 % #41 = #1} 1) to speak, declare, converse, 
command, promise, warn, threaten, sing; 1a) (Qal) to speak; 1b) 
(Niphal) to speak with one another, talk; 1c) (Piel); 1c1) to speak; 
1c2) to promise; 1d) (Pual) to be spoken; 1e) (Hithpael) to speak; 



1f) (Hiphil) to lead away, put to flight;

    #226 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#20, #4, #2, #200] / 
    #282 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#6, #40, #4, #2, #200, #10, #500] = dâbâr (H1697): 
{UMBRA: #206 % #41 = #1} 1) speech, word, speaking, thing; 
1a) speech; 1b) saying, utterance; 1c) word, words; 1d) business, 
occupation, acts, matter, case, something, manner (by extension);

    #42 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 as 
[#6, #1, #30, #5] = ʼêl-leh (H428): {UMBRA: #36 % #41 = 
#36} 1) these; 1a) used before antecedent; 1b) used following 
antecedent;

    #341 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#30, #1, #10, #300] = ʼĕnôwsh (H582): {UMBRA: #357 % 
#41 = #29} 1) man, mortal man, person, mankind; 1a) of an 
individual; 1b) men (collective); 1c) man, mankind;

    #330 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#2, #10, #6, #300, #2, #10] / [#6, #2, #10, #300, #2, 
#10] /
    #334 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#10, #6, #300, #2, #10, #6] / [#6, #10, #6, #300, #2, 
#10] / 
    #370 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#6, #30, #10, #6, #300, #2, #10, #6] = yâshab (H3427): 
{UMBRA: #312 % #41 = #25} 1) to dwell, remain, sit, abide; 
1a) (Qal); 1a1) to sit, sit down; 1a2) to be set; 1a3) to remain, 
stay; 1a4) to dwell, have one's abode; 1b) (Niphal) to be 
inhabited; 1c) (Piel) to set, place; 1d) (Hiphil); 1d1) to cause to 
sit; 1d2) to cause to abide, set; 1d3) to cause to dwell; 1d4) to 
cause (cities) to be inhabited; 1d5) to marry (give an dwelling to); 
1e) (Hophal); 1e1) to be inhabited; 1e2) to make to dwell;

    #89 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 as 
[#30, #8, #6, #40, #5] /
    #456 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#2, #8, #6, #40, #400] / 
    #462 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#6, #2, #8, #6, #40, #400] / 
    #484 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#30, #8, #40, #6, #400] / [#8, #6, #40, #400, #10, 



#500] = chôwmâh (H2346): {UMBRA: #59 % #41 = #18} 1) 
wall;

    /     #57 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 / 22 FEBRUARY 
2022 as [#6, #1, #20, #30] / [#1, #20, #30, #6] /
    #141 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 21 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#40, #1, #20, #10, #30, #600] / 
    #456 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#5, #1, #20, #30, #400] /
    #462 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#1, #20, #30, #400, #5, #6] / [#400, #1, #20, #30, #5, 
#6] = ʼâkal (H398): {UMBRA: #51 % #41 = #10} 1) to eat, 
devour, burn up, feed; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to eat (human subject); 
1a2) to eat, devour (of beasts and birds); 1a3) to devour, 
consume (of fire); 1a4) to devour, slay (of sword); 1a5) to devour, 
consume, destroy (inanimate subjects - ie, pestilence, drought); 
1a6) to devour (of oppression); 1b) (Niphal); 1b1) to be eaten (by 
men); 1b2) to be devoured, consumed (of fire); 1b3) to be 
wasted, destroyed (of flesh); 1c) (Pual); 1c1) to cause to eat, feed 
with; 1c2) to cause to devour; 1d) (Hiphil); 1d1) to feed; 1d2) to 
cause to eat; 1e) (Piel); 1e1) consume;

    #209 - NOUMENON RESONANCE FOR 22 FEBRUARY 2022 
as [#8, #200, #1] = chereʼ (H2716): {UMBRA: #209 % #41 = 
#4} 1) *DUNG*, excrement;

<http://www.grapple369.com/?zen:3,row:9,col:5>

.jackNote@zen: 3, row: 9, col: 5, nous: 61 [DATE: 2022.2.22, 
SUPER: #398 / #27 - Greatest Functional Skill in Paradoxes; I-
Ching: H21 - Bite Together, Biting Through, Gnawing Bite; Tetra: 
74 - CLOSURE (CHIH), EGO: #514 / #61 - Virtuous Humility at 
Using 'Beneath'; I-Ching: H64 - Ferrying Incomplete, Before 
Completion, Not Yet Fording, Not yet completed; Tetra: 78 - ON 
THE VERGE (CHIANG)]

EMAIL TO DUTCH CONSULATE SYDNEY @ 1002 HOURS ON 24 
FEBRUARY 2022: "INTERNET CHAT ANALOGIES TO 
AMSTERDAM APPLE STORE SIEGE / HOSTAGE TAKING ON 22 
FEBRUARY 2022

The question is whether the perpetrator of the AMSTERDAM APPLE 
STORE SIEGE / HOSTAGE TAKING ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022, has any 
online community presence and what the psychological nature of 

http://www.grapple369.com/?zen:3,row:9,col:5


that participation is.

Whether that online community is then involved in giving material 
support to adverse events by constructing a counter narrative 
involving participants having an anonymous IDENTITY.

NOTE: A counter narrative normally (ie. although the converse 
as opposite can apply) involves messaging that offers a positive 
alternative to extremist propaganda, or alternatively aims to 
deconstruct or delegitimise extremist narratives.

I had a situation where an USENET inconsequential dialog on 20 
FEBRUARY 2022 was then reposted 2 years after it being first made 
with the dates changed within the original content (as to suggest a 
deliberate intention).  

Which by its NOUMENON / TEMPORAL (ie. its happening within 
the same day of year) MAPPING I was able to then equate its 
MEMETIC (ie. describes how an idea can propagate 
successfully, but doesn't necessarily imply a concept is 
factual) CHARACTER to the Wellington Parliament Protests, New 
Zealand and the abnormal occurrence of human faeces being 
thrown.

The unusual situation arises where ex-military service persons from 
CANADA / USA in having a white supremacist disposition 
intentionally made inclusion of our AUS.POLITICS newsgroup to 
then feign discourse as then an action where specific signalling such 
as "THEIR SUICIDE VEST STRAPPED TO THEIR TORSO" did 
occur.  

Given the abnormal basis of such an idea relative to the topic 
"AUSTRALIA ACCUSES CHINA OF 'ACT OF INTIMIDATION' 
AFTER LASER AIMED AT AIRCRAFT" I then constructed the 
accompanying NEURAL LINGUISTIC narrative (21 - 22 FEBRUARY 
2022) so as to encapsulate the IDEA FORMATION for a diarised 
historical purpose.

In the circumstance where the AMSTERDAM APPLE STORE SIEGE / 
HOSTAGE TAKING scenario similarly involved *WEARING* *A* 
*BOMB* *VEST* I thought it prudent to bring it to your attention 
so that some consideration can be given to the question as to 
whether the perpetrator of the AMSTERDAM APPLE STORE SIEGE / 
HOSTAGE TAKING ON 22 FEBRUARY 2022, has any online 



community presence.

We understand from later media reports that the offender has an 
irrational psychological disposition, was identified as ABDEL 
RAHMAN AKKAD of Syrian heritage being of 27 years and born 11 
January 1995.  

And given a history of messaging which frequently included content 
of a pornographic nature as suggestive, humiliating and insulting 
images.  With the addition of linguistic constraints, it is therefore 
unlikely to have participation within our target online community.

Whilst our NOUMENON / TEMPORAL MAPPING is nuanced against a 
SYRIAN CULTURAL IDENTITY as textual narrative it is otherwise as 
we suggested that the events are NOT connected other than by 
their MEMETIC CHARACTER against which as IDEA FORMATION we 
had acted upon our intuition (ie. the ability to understand 
something instinctively, without the need for conscious 
reasoning) by posting within the NL.POLITIEK newsgroup.

YOUTUBE: "The Warriors 'Come out to play'"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UEmYGp5VxY>

A revision of this document may be obtained from the 
following URL:

<http://www.grapple369.com/Groundwork/Schadenfreude.pdf> 
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